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Let C be a Banach space, H a Hilbert space, and let Y(C, H) be the space 
of C” functions f: C x H + [w having Fredholm second derivative with 
respect to x at each (c, x) E C x H for which Dfc(x) = 0; here we write fc(x) 
forf(c, x). Sayf is of standard type if at all critical points offo it is locally equiv- 
alent (as an unfolding) to a quadratic form Q plus an elementary catastrophe on 
the kernel of Q. It is proved that if f E g(A x B, H) satisfies a certain ‘general 
position’ condition, and dim B Q 5, then for most a E A the functionf, E F(B, H) 
is of standard type. Using this it is shown that thosef E s(B, H) of standard type 
form an open dense set in s(B, H) with the Whitney topology. Thus both 
results are Hilbert-space versions of Thorn’s theorem for catastrophes in I&. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Elementary catastrophe theory is the theory of bifurcations of critical points 
of Cm real-valued functions on euclidean space of arbitrary finite dimension. 
The central classification theorem of Thom[39] (obtained also by Arnol’d) 
enumerates the types of local bifurcation that occur in parametrized families 
with up to four parameters and under certain “generic” hypotheses; the methods 
extend easily to any finite number Y of parameters, although the classification 
yields a finite number of types only for Y < 5. Beyond this the machinery 
continues to provide a wealth of techniques and information of value to bifurca- 
tion theory. 
Since the results hold good in W for arbitrarily large n, it is reasonable to 
expect that the machinery of elementary catastrophe theory can be extended 
to infinite-dimensional Hilbert space where it then becomes a tool in the analysis 
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of bifurcations for variational problems; indeed there are hints to this effect in 
several places in the literature (e.g. Arnol’d [6], Weinstein [42]). The first 
explicit treatment for infinite dimensions seems to be that of Magnus [26,27,28], 
complemented by the work of Arkeryd [2, 31. In this paper we offer a global 
genericity theorem (Theorem 1’) for elementary catastrophes in Hilbert space, 
presented somewhat in the spirit of the transversality theorem of Tromba [40] 
and similarly relying heavily on the Abraham-Robbin [l] approach to trans- 
versality. As that theorem was usefully applied by Marsden and Tromba [29] 
to showing genericity for finiteness of stationary solutions of the Navier-Stokes 
equations, so this result may, we hope, have applications to bifurcation studies 
in e.g. nonlinear elasticity (cf. Hughes and Marsden [21], Chillingworth and 
Marsden [9]), as well as giving a global setting for the analysis of generic bifurca- 
tions in the work of Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret [lo]. 
Theorem 1’ is a corollary of the more technical Theorem 1. These results have 
abstract counterparts in Theorems 2 and 2’. 
The main sources for background material on the mathematics of elementary 
catastrophe theory, apart from the less accessible but basic papers of Thorn and 
Mather, are Brocker and Lander [7], Gibson [12], Lu [25], Wasserman [41], 
Zeeman and Trotman [44]. We assume the reader has at least some familiarity 
with the ideas behind the theory in finite dimensions. For additional discussions 
of catastrophe theory as a tool in the physical sciences see Poston and Stewart [36] 
and Zeeman [43]. As a treatment of unfolding theory in its wider context, 
Arnol’d [5] is highly recommended. 
For most of the local theory of unfoldings in Hilbert space needed to build 
the global picture we rely on the elegant work of Robert Magnus. Particular 
thanks are due to him for helpful correspondence on a number of questions. 
This paper is a natural sequel to his account of the theory, although we have tried 
also to give a fairly self-contained description of the geometry of jet-spaces 
that underlies our main theorem. 
The papers by Arkeryd came to the author’s notice only when the present 
work was being completed. In [3] Arkeryd gives an independent proof of our 
Theorem 2’. 
We use the symbol 1 to denote the conclusion of a proof. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
LetL(X, Y) denote the Banach space of continuous linear maps from a Banach 
space X to a Banach space Y. An element T EL(X, Y) is Fredholm if its kernel 
ker T is finite-dimensional and its range is closed and of finite codimension: 
its index is then dim ker T - dimcoker T, where the cokernel coker T is Y/range T. 
I f  the kernel splits in X but is perhaps infinite-dimensional we say T is semi- 
Fredholm. For information about Fredholm linear maps and related matters see 
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for example Lang [23], Palais [35]. A particular fact we shall use is that the 
Fredholm linear maps form on open subset of L(X, Y). 
Let U be an open subset of X. If  f  : U -+ R is a C2 function then for each 
x E U the derivative Of(x) is an element of L(X, R) = X*, and the second 
derivative D2f(x) belongs toL(X, X*) or more precisely to the subspacel,(X, X*) 
consisting of self-adjoint linear maps, i.e., those T: X + X* with T*i = T 
where i: X-+ X* is the natural inclusion. We callfa Fredholm function if D2f (x) E 
L(X, X*) is Fredholm for every x E U for which Of(x) = 0. In view of the self- 
adjointness, D2f(x) is Fredholm precisely when it has closed range of finite 
codimension (which is then equal to the dimension of the kernel). 
Let 8(X; Y) denote the set of germs at 0 E X of Cm maps defined on neigh- 
borhoods of 0 in X and with values in Y, write &(X) for 8(X; R). I f  B is a 
further Banach space a germ f E b(B x X) is called an unfoZding off0 E 6’(X) 
where fb(x) means f(b, x): here as elsewhere we sidestep the formal notation 
for germs as equivalence classes, and denote a germ by a representative function 
near the origin when no ambiguity can arise. We think of elements of X as 
variables, those of B as parameters, and say the unfolding has dimension Y if 
r = dim B. 
We are concerned with equivalence of unfoldings up to certain types of 
non-linear invertible coordinate change, or diffeomorphism. A diffeomorphism 
germ CD E b(B x X, B x X) is admissible if @(O, 0) = (0,O) and @(b, x) = 
(#@I, M4) where # E V% B) is a diffeomorphism germ and &, E &(x; X) is a 
diffeomorphism germ for each b, with #J,, the (germ of the) identity map on X. 
Thus II, expresses new parameters in terms of old parameters, while & expresses 
new variables in terms of old variables in a way that may vary with the old 
parameters, everything in some neighborhood of (0,O). Two unfoldings f, g E 
b(B x X) of the same f. E 8(x) are equiuaht if 
g=fo@+K (1) 
for some admissible diffeomorphism germ @ E b(B x X; B x X) and function 
germ K E B(B), thought of as a subset of d(B x X), with K(0) = 0. Observe 
that (with the above notation) critical points of g, (points x for which Dg,(x) = 
0 E X*) correspond under the coordinate change &, to critical points of fGcb); 
also K is irrelevant as far as derivatives in x are concerned. 
If  C is a Banach space and h E d(C, B), h(0) = 0, then h induces an unfolding 
h*f E 8(C x X) by (h*f)(c, zc) = f(h(c), x). Given two unfoldings f, g of f.  
with possibly different parameter spaces, we can sayf dominatesg if g is equivalent 
to an unfolding induced from f. Explicitly, this means that g = f  0 CD + K 
as in (1) but the # in @ need only be a map germ, not necessarily a diffeo- 
morphism; from this it is clear that the dominance relation is transitive. An 
unfolding f  of f .  is versa1 if it dominates every unfolding off0 . Any two versa1 
unfoldings of minimal (finite) dimension are in fact equivalent and are called 
580/33/z-8 
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universal unfoldings off, . The proof of existence and classification of universal 
unfoldings for most f0 is the main mathematical content of elementary cata- 
trophe theory in finite dimensions. 
In infinite dimensions we restrict X to being a reflexive space in order to 
extend the finite-dimensional theory satisfactorily, but as Magnus points out 
in the Appendix to [28] this is no restriction at all if we are working in any case 
with Fredholm functions. For ease of notation we shall take X to be a Hilbert 
space H in all that follows. In this case we identify H* with H via the inner 
product in the usual fashion, and often think of D2f(.z) as an element of L(H, H). 
Moving now to more global considerations, suppose that f:  C x U ---f R is a 
Cm function, where U is an open subset of H, the parameter space C is again a 
Banach space, and fc is a Fredholm function on U for every c E C. If  f  is such 
that for every (c,, , x,,) E C x U the germ at (0,O) of the map 
in d (C x H) is a versa1 unfolding of the germ 
32 -fc,(xo + 4 
in b(H), then f is everywhere versal. As in the finite-dimensional theory, we detect 
versality at (c o, x0) by looking at suitable K-jets (Taylor series truncated at 
degree K), and to this end we define a map Fk from C x U to the space J”(H) 
of K-jets of real-valued functions on H by 
F”: (c, x) w k-jet of fc at X. 
We shall be interested in the geometry of the position of the image of Fk relative 
to the configuration of certain submanifolds (equivalence classes) in J’;(H), and 
define a notion of general position which we interpret as a condition on f: see 
Section 5 for details. 
For an arbitrary parameter space C let P(C, U) be the set of C” functions 
f: C x U + lR such that fc is a Fredholm function for every c E C. Now 
suppose C = A x B where dim B is finite. Let f  E F( C, U); then for each a E A 
there is fa E 9(B, U) given by fa(b, X) = f  (a, b, x). Our basic result is the 
following: 
THEOREM 1. If f  is in general position, there is a residual set ~2 C A with the 
property that fa is ingeneralposition for every a E SZ’. 
From this will follow: 
COROLLARY 1. I f  dim B < 5 then fa E S(B, U) is everywhere versa1 when- 
ever aE&. 
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A residual set in A is one which contains the intersection of a countable 
number of open dense subsets of A. Since A is a complete metric space, a 
residual set is dense1 and is customarily thought of as “most” of A. Thus 
Corollary 1 could be reworded as: i f f  is in general position and dim B < 5 then 
most a E A have the property that fa is everywhere versal, and we say that being 
everywhere versa1 is a generic property for fn . 
Following ideas of Quinn [37], we deduce the perhaps less useful result: 
THEOREM 2. If  dim B is finite, then the set off E P(B, U) in general position 
forms an open dense subset of F(B, 77) in the Whitney Cz topology. 
Note that S(B, U) is an open subset of Cm(B x U) (cf. Section 5) although 
this is not logically necessary for the statement of the theorem. Again, if dim B < 5 
we can replace “in general position” by everywhere versal. 
Observe that if dim A is finite then Theorem 2 shows incidentally that the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied for most f E F(A x B, U). 
In physical problems the available functions f~ F(B, U) are likely to be 
parametrized by an appropriate Banach space A incorporating boundary 
conditions, specific imperfections and so on (cf. Marsden and Tromba [29]), 
and in particular problems it may be feasible to choose A large enough to guar- 
antee that the general position hypothesis does hold. This is the basis for the 
suggestion above that Theorem 1 may be more useful in applications than 
Theorem 2. 
The classification theorem for elementary catastrophes in finite dimensions 
states that if dim B < 5 a versa1 unfolding f E d(B x P) with Of,,(O) = 0 is 
equivalent to the germ of 
(by x) H f  (090) + S(Tx, x) + g(b, v) (2) 
where T = D2f0(0), v  is the orthogonal projection of x into K = ker T, and 
g E b(B x K) has one of a list of standard forms (the so-called “Thorn list”). 
For Ii’ C H, an arbitrary Hilbert space, we say f  E S(B, U) is everywhere of 
standard type if wherever DfbO(x,,) = 0 the germ at (0,O) of (b, x) + f  (b,, + b, 
x,, + x) is equivalent to a germ as in (2) with g on the Thorn list: note the 
Fredholm hypothesis ensures dim K finite. A consequence of Corollary 1 is: 
THEOREM 1‘. I f  f  E S(A x B, U) is in general position and dim B < 5, there 
is a residual set J&’ C A with the property that fa E F(B, U) is everywhere of 
standard type, whenever a E &. 
We also have: 
1 Although possibly small in a measure-theoretic sense. 
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THEOREM 2’. If dim B < 5 the set off E F(B, U) which are everywhere of 
standard type is open and dense in S(B, ZJ). 
Obviously we could replace A and B by arbitrary open subsets of themselves 
in these theorems, but for economy of notation we shall not bother to do this. 
3. ORBITS IN JET SPACES 
The mathematical framework for catastrophe theory in His formally the same 
as for R”: the group of diffeomorphism germs at 0 E H acts on b(H), inducing a 
Banach Lie group action on the Banach space of K-jets for each k. Information 
about the orbit structure of this action leads to results about k-jets of unfoldings, 
which lifts (via k-sufficiency and the Preparation Theorem) to results about 
unfoldings themselves. In this section we study this Lie group action, verifying 
some technicalities needed to ensure validity of the analogy with the finite- 
dimensional case, and focus attention on particular orbits which underlie the 
results for dim B < 5. We begin with definitions and notation. 
For f E 8(X, Y) the Rth derivative Dkf is an element of 8(X, L,‘L(X, Y)) 
where LSk(X, Y) is the Banach space of continuous symmetric K-linear maps 
from the K-fold Cartesian product Xk to Y, and L,1(X, Y) = L(X, Y). The 
k-jet off at 0 is the (K + I)-tuple 
f’ = (f(O), Df (‘4, W(O),..., W(O)) EJ’(X, Y) 
where 
J”(X, Y) = Y x L(X, Y) x L,2(X, Y) x ... x L,“(X, Y). 
For k > 0 let 
dk+l(X, y, = {fE g(x> ‘) 1 f’ = ‘: 
and write J$“(X, Y) for {f k / f E Ji’?(X, Y)} when 1 < j < k, i.e. Jjk(X, Y) = 
J-$-j L,i(X, Y). 
By the Inverse Function Theorem, a germ 4 E A’,(X, X) is a diffeomorphism 
germ precisely when D+(O) is invertible, i.e. belongs to the general linear group 
GL(X). The diffeomorphism germs form a group G(X) under composition, and 
their k-jets, which are the elements of the open subset 
Gk(X) = GL(X) x r”I Lsi(X, X) 
i4 
of Jlk(X, X), also form a group under composition and truncation: 4” 0 4” -= 
(4 o 4)“. The natural right action 01 of G(X) on 8(X, Y) whereby d, E G(X) takes 
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f~ 8(X, Y) to f o 4 E 8(X, Y) induces a Cm action 0~~ of G”(X) on J”(X, Y) 
since (f o 4)” depends only on f k and 4”. Two germs in &‘(X, Y) (or k-jets in 
Jk(X, Y)) are equivaht if they belong to the same orbit of 01 (or OIL), i.e. can be 
obtained from each other by invertible Cm coordinate changes at 0 in X. 
Remark. The k-jet fk of f E 8(X, Y) is more properly defined as the k- 
equivalence class off, where f, g E 8(X, Y) are k-equivalent if their Taylor 
series expansions at 0 E X agree up to and including degree k. For our purposes 
the definition we have used (i.e. the Taylor expansion “coefficients” up to 
degree k) is adequate. In working with manifolds (see Remark 1 in Section 6 
below) we would need to express matters a little more carefully, since the 
definition of Taylor series would depend on choice of local coordinate chart. 
We now concentrate on the case X = H, Y = [w, and write G(H), J’<(H),... 
for &(H, Iw), Jk(H, [w),. . . We shall a so 1 temporarily disregard constant terms 
by working in A!,(H), noting that G(H) ’ m d uces on action on A1( H) and Ji”( H). 
Elements of AZ(H) are singularities: they are real-valued germs vanishing and 
with vanishing derivative at 0 E H. 
By analogy with the finite-dimensional case we expect the G’(H)-orbits in 
J,“:(H) to be embedded submanifolds of Ilk(H), w h ere in infinite dimensions all 
submanifolds are to be understood as split submanifolds in the sense of Lang [24].2 
This entails that the tangent space to the orbit off k at each point f i; be a split 
subspace of Jlk(H). As in the finite-dimensional theory, this tangent space 
should be the range of the derivative at id E G”(H) of the map 
afk: G”(H) + Jlk(H): (6” i--t (f 0 $)k, 
and by writing 4 F id + th and differentiating c+“(V) with respect to t it is 
easy to see (and indeed a standard fact: cf. [28]) that 
is given by 
Sfk = Doif?( J,‘“(H, H) + Jlk(H) 
SfW = [Of (.) h( .)I” E Jlk(H). 
Since any f E dl(H)\A’,(H) is equivalent (Implicit Function Theorem) to a 
non-zero linear function H -+ [w plus a constant, the whole of J,“(H)\Jzk(H) 
forms one orbit and S,lc is surjective so its range trivially splits. A problem can 
arise only when f E .M2(H): in this case f 0 4 E d,(H) and its k-jet depends only 
on 4”-‘, so we can regard Al/ as 
c+~: Gk-1(H) - Jzk(H). 
2 Note that our manifolds need not be second-countable, however. 
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For R =m-~ 2 this is the map taking A E GL(H) to A*TA E L,(H, H*) where 
T = D”f(O) and A* is the adjoint of A. Now S = Sf2 = Daf2(id): L(H, H) + 
L,(H, H*) takes C to C*T + TC, and the range of S need not be closed, as 
the following example (suggested by Christopher Thompson) shows. 
EXAMPLE. Take H = P- and f  to be given by f(x) = .k x2, 2pixjz, where 
x = (xi) E 1”. Consider the sequence (C,) CL(H, H) where C,(x, , x2, xa ,...) = 
(2x, ,2”x, , 23x, ,..., 2nx, , x,+a , x,+~ ,... ). It is easy to see that SC, + 21 EL,~(H, 
H) as n + co, where I is the identity map. On the other hand, 2Z$ range S, 
since if SC = 21 then for each i = 1, 2,... we would have 
2 = 2(ej, ej) = ((C*T + TC) ej , ej) 
= ( Tei , Cei> + (Cej , Te,) 
= 2.2-j(ej , Ce,) 
< 2.2-j Ii C I/, 
where ej is thejth vector of the standard basis for 12. This obviously cannot hold 
for ahi. 
Of course this example works because T does not have closed range. We shall 
show below that if T = Oaf(O) is Fredholm then Sfk for (any k) has to be semi- 
Fredholm, and this is the key fact that allows the catastrophe-theory machinery 
to be used effectively in the Hilbert-space context. This result is proved by 
Magnus in [28]. However, our proof here lays heavier emphasis on the linear 
geometry of jet-spaces than does Magnus’ method. We need some preliminary 
lemmas, the first of which is a variant of a very standard lemma from calculus. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let T E L,(H, H*) have split kernel and range, and suppose 
h E Mj(H) vanishes on K = ker T, with j 2 2. Then there exists p E Aiel(H, H) 
such that h(x) = (TX, p(x)), where H* is identified with H via the inner product. 
Proof. Write x E Has x = z + v  where v  E K and x E Z == range T == K-. 
Then 
h(x) = jO1 ; h(v + tz) dt 
-= s1 D,h(v + t.z)z dt 0 
where q(x) = Ji D,h(v + tz) dt E H *. Now letting M EL(Z, Z) be the inverse 
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of the isomorphism T 1 Z: 2 -+ 2, we have MTx = z so q(x)z = q(x) MTx 
which can be written in the form <TX, p(x)) with p eAj-i(H, H). 1 
IfF is any semi-Fredholm linear map, let c(F) denote dim coker F. 
3.2. LEMMA. For T EL,(H, H) define T’: Ly-l(H, H) --f L,“(H) by T’(B) = 
l/m! P/3(0) where /3(x) = (TX, Bx+l), B EL~-~(H, H), m > 2: thus T’(B) is 
the symmetrized version of 8. I f  T is Fredholm with kernel K then T’ is semi- 
Fredholm with c( T’) = dim L,“(K). 
Proqf. Write x = z + v  as before; then Lemma (3.1) shows that if ME 
L,“(H) we can write Mx” - Mv~ = (TX, p(x)) for p E J,,-,(H, H). In fact p 
will be homogeneous of degree m - 1, so we can write p(x) = Px7’“-l where 
Thus 
’ = (m A l)! 
D”-lp(0) E Ly-l(H, H). 
Mx” = Mv” + (TX, Px”-I) = (M / K) vm + T’(P) xTrL. 
Evidently L,“(K) n range T’ = {0}, so range T’ has a copy of L,“(K) as a topo- 
logical supplement, and thus c( T’) = dim L,“(K). 
The kernel of T’ is LT1(H, K), which clearly splits in Ly-l(H, H): a topo- 
logical supplement is Lyl(H, 2). This proves the lemma. a 
The next result is probably also standard in the theory of linear operators, 
3.3. LEMMA. Let P E L(X, Y), Q E L(X, Y’) and R E L(X’, Y’) be linear maps 
of Banach spaces with P, R semi-Fredholm. Then WE L(X x X’, Y x Y’) 
defined by W(x, x’) = (Px, Qx + Rx’) is also semi-Fredholm, with c(W) < 
c(P) + c(R). Moreover, if P, R are Fredholm then so also is W. 
Proof. Split the Banach spaces into X = X,, @ Xi , X0 = Xi @ Xl , 
Y = Y. @ Yl ) Y’ = Y; @ Y; , where Xi = ker P, Xi = ker R, Y,, = 
range P, Yd = range R. The map Wthen has a representation as a matrix of maps 
where PO EL(X~, Yo), R, EL(X,~ , YJ are invertible, and Qij E L(X, , Yj’) for 
i,j=O, 1. Given (y,y’) =(yo+ylyA+yY;)~Y x Y’ let x0 =P;‘~,EX, 
and xi, = R;;l( ri - Qodco) E Xi: then ( Y, Y’) = W(x, , -4) + ( y1 , y; - Qloxo) E 
range W @ ( Yl x Y;). Hence range W has finite codimension c(W) < c(P) + 
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c(R) as claimed. Next we must show ker W splits. The conditions for (s, .v’) == 
(x0 + Xl ? ~6 + GZ;) to lie in ker W are that x0 = 0, QoIxl + &xi = 0 and 
Q 11% - - 0, so ker W is the product of Xi = ker R with the graph of 
where R, is the restriction of --R;;lQ,,, EL(X~ , Xi) to ker Qrr . Now ker Qrr 
splits in XI since Y; is finite-dimensional, and the graph of R, splits in ker QII x 
Xi since (0) x Xi is a topological supplement, so ker W splits in XI x x’ and 
hence in X x x’. This proves Wis semi-Fredholm. Finally, if P, Rare Fredholm 
then dim ker QI1 is finite and dim Xi is finite, so W is Fredholm. [ 
Armed with these facts, we can now prove: 
3.4. LEMMA (Magnus [28]). I f  Llzf (0) = T is Fredholm with kernel K, then 
is semi-Fredholm fey each k 3 2, with c(S) < dim J,“(K). 
Proof. Write f  L = (A, , A, ,..., Ak) E JzL(K) where Ai = Df (0) EL:(H); 
in particular A, = T. Similarly let h*-l = (B, , B, ,..., II,-,) E Jfl(H, H) with 
Bj = Dh(0) EL~(H, H). Then we recall that 
Shk-l == (C, , C, ,..., C,) E J,I”(H) 
where C,,, is the mth derivative at 0 of the germ x + Of(x) h(x), i.e. I /m! CVizxnL 
is the term of degree m in the expression 
which makes sense with A&l viewed as Ai(xi-l, .) E H*. Now (with f  B fixed) 
for each m = 2, 3,..., k we can write C, = QZm(Bl ,..., B,-,) + Rfn(Bm-l) where 
Rm(Bmpl)xm = m! A,x . (m 1 1), B,-lx”-l 
= m(Tx, B,,-,x~-~). 
Hence decomposing Jzm(H) as Ja+‘(H) XL,"(H) and J;“-‘(H, H) as J,“-2(H, 
II) X Lr-l(H, II) we can express Sfm as 
s,l” : (h”-2, B,-,) + (S,“-‘h”-‘, Qmhm-’ + R,(B,-I)). 
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Lemma (3.2) h s ows that R, is semi-Fredholm, so the result now follows by 
induction on m, using Lemma (3.3) for the induction step. Note that for m = 2 
we have simply Sf2 = R, , and for each m = 2, 3,..., k the proofs of Lemmas (3.2), 
(3.3) have in fact shown that J,“(K) contains a topological supplement for the 
range of Sfm in J,“(H). 1 
Lemma (3.4) now implies that the G’“-i(H)-orbits in JzL(H) are immersed sub- 
manzfolds ofJz”(H). This can be seen by copying a proof for the finite-dimensional 
case (e.g. Lie group [I l]), or by general results on integrability of distributions 
of tangent subspaces on Banach manifolds [8]. The simplest proof, however, 
seems to be the following direct application of the Inverse Function Theorem 
to local orbit structure as used (in another context) by Arnol’d [4]. Let E be a 
topological supplement to ker S,l; in J,k-l(H, H), and let V be a topological 
supplement to range SfL in J,“(H). Let @: E x V + Jgk(H) be defined in some 
neighborhood of (0) x V by a(#, V) = &(id + #,f” + u), which makes sense 
for small 4 since G”pl(H) is an open subset of J,k-i(H, H). By construction of E 
and I/ it follows that D@(O, 0) is invertible (because D,@(O, 0) = SfL / E and 
D,@(O, 0) = id: V -+ V) and so the Inverse Function Theorem implies that @ 
is a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of (0,O); moreover the orbit off” + v  
is locally the image under @ of an open subset of E x (v) and so the orbit is an 
immersed submanifold as claimed. This direct argument was pointed out by 
Tim Poston. 
To show the orbits are embedded submanifolds requires more work. As shown 
by Magnus [28], it can be proved using the splitting lemma (see below) and the 
finite-dimensional result (Mather [30]). We shall deduce this as part of a general 
description of the orbit structure that follows, based on the familiar fact that 
GL(H)-orbits in Ja2(H) = L,(H, H) are embedded: this has a standard proof 
which we include for completeness. It is an immediate consequence of the 
Implicit Function Theorem, given the following lemma: 
3.5. LEMMA. Let T EL,(H, H) be Fredholm with K = ker T. There is a 
neighborhood U of T in L,(H, H) and a Cm submersion 4: U + L,q(K, K) such 
that the pavt of the GL(H)-orbit of T lying in U is $-l(O). 
Proof. First consider the case when K = {0}, i.e. T invertible. By Lemma 
(3.4) and the Inverse Function Theorem we see that the orbit of T is an open set 
inL,(H, H), since ST2 = DcQ’(id): L(H, H) -+ L,(H, H) is surjective. (Explicitly, 
Sra takes B to B*T + TB; a right inverse is C H ST-W.) For the general case, 
represent T as [,‘o z] with respect to the usual splitting H = 2 @ K, where 
T, E L,(Z, 2) is invertible. Let 
S = [2* ;] EL,(H, H) 
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be close enough to T for Tr to be invertible, where P* is the transpose of P. 
For S to lie in the orbit of T it is necessary that dim ker S = dim ker T = 
dim K. Now S(z + V) = 0 precisely when z = -TT,~Pw and v  E ker(Q - 
P*T:lP). Hence dim ker S = dim K precisely when 4(S) 3 Q - P*T;-lP = 
0 EL,?(K, K). We have D+(T),!! = Q so + . is a submersion. The proof is com- 
pleted by observing that an orthogonal transformation R of H taking K to ker S 
will convert S to 
SC, 0 R*SR= o o [ 1 
where S, is close to To EL,~(Z, 2): then S, , T, lie in the same orbit in L,(Z, 2) 
by the result for the invertible case, so R*SR and hence Slies in the orbit of T. 1 
4. GLOBAL STRUCTURE OF ORBITS 
The enumeration of orbits of codimension < 5 in Jzk(H), being those en- 
countered generically in c-parameter families of functions with c < 5, now goes 
by close analogy with the finite-dimensional case. Essential finite-dimensional 
information is disentangled from the inessential infinite-dimensional data by 
the structure theorem (Theorem (4.3)), f  rom which we collect the facts needed 
for the classification result. 
A basic tool is the following splitting lemma for k-jets, a coordinate-free version 
of the “reduction lemma” in [44]. It is well-known that a parallel result holds 
for germs rather than jets, and hence of course implies the k-jet version. How- 
ever, we do not need the germ version at this stage (we shall need it at one place 
only, in Section 5), so we do not invoke it. The proof of the lemma for K-jets is 
very elementary; for the germ version see Gromoll and Meyer [ 171, Hormander 
[20] or Nirenberg [33]. 
Throughout this section let f  denote a Fredholm function germ in .X,(H). 
Let T = D2f(0) EL,(H, H*) = L,(H, H), and K = ker T. 
4.1. LEMMA. The k-jet f  t is equiwalent to a k-jet of the form (T, g”) E 
L,(H, H) x JSk(H) where g” E JSL(K) ( w ac we can regard as the linear subspace h’ h 
of Jzk(H) consisting of those jets that depend on the K-component only). 
Proof. “Complete the square” a sufficient number of times. Specifically, any 
aj E L,j(H) with j > 3 can be written as 
qxj = ,(,)j + (TX, p(x), 
where p EA?+~(H, H) and V: H - K is projection: this assertion follows 
by Lemma (3.1), because ai( - uj(rr.)j vanishes on K. Then we can write 
;(Tx, x> + ujxj = aj(rx)i + ~&(T(x + p(x)), x + p(x)> - h(Tp(x), p(x)>,. 
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Let x f  p(x) - rrp(x) = P(x) = y, say. Then x = P-l(y) = y  + Q(Y) with 
4 E A,-i(H, H), and rrq = 0, so 
where pj +r E JY~+~(H) since 2( i - 1) > i + 1. Hence the i-jet of &( Tx, x) + 
g(rrx) + a$ is equivalent to that of +( TX, x) + g(mz) + ui(rx)i for anyg E G(K). 
Applying this to oj = (llj!)Ojf(O) successively for i = 3,4,..., k proves the 
lemma. 1 
An important observation is that the equivalence class of g” in Jsk(K) depends 
only on that offA in J,“(H). In fact this holds at the (stronger) germ level also: 
if ~(2) denotes (Tz, z) then 7 + g is equivalent to r + h (where g, h E &a(K)) 
precisely when g is equivalent to h in ./Y,(K). The result is well-known (cf. [6], 
[17], [42]) but a published proof seems hard to find. For completeness we offer 
here a proof devised independently by David Kirby and by David Rand and 
David Epstein. 
\ 
4.2. LEMMA. The germs T + g, 7 + h are equivalent in J%‘,(H) if and only 
if g, h are equivalent in As(K). 
Proqf. The “if” part is clear. For the “only if”, suppose 4 E G(H) is a 
diffeomorphism germ converting 7 + g to 7 + h, i.e. 
t(Tx, x> + NT4 = t(TN4 +(4> + A+(x)). (3) 
Let D+(O) be partitioned as a matrix [g $1 according to the splittting H = 2 @ K 
and write the inverse matrix as [$ 861. From the 2-jet of (3) we find A*T, = 
T,,& B*T,, = 0 = T,$ where the star denotes transpose and T, is the isomor- 
phism T ! Z: Z - Z. These give B = B = 0, and invertibility of A, D with 
A-l = A, D-l = D. Now write x = x1 + xa , xi E Z, x2 E K and similarly 
q5 = #Q + qb2 . Near (0,O) we can solve &(x1 + x2) + Ax, = 0 for x1 as a Cm 
function xi = y(xe), since the derivative of the left hand side with respect 
to x1 is 2A which is invertible, and we verify Dy(0) = - &A-lB = 0. Sub- 
stituting xi = y(x,) in (3) gives g(xa) = h($,(y(x,), x2)), since A*T,, = T,,A 
and the quadratic terms on both sides are equal. It remains only to check that 
x2 ++ &(r(xz), x2) is a diffeomorphism germ, and this follows because its derivative 
at 0 is n (remember C = 0) which is invertible. 1 
We now reinterpret these facts as part of a global geometric description of 
the orbits. Choose some fixed k 3 3. Let V denote the orbit off k in J,“(H), 
and let .Y be the orbit off 2 = T in Jz2(H) = L,(H, H). We have already seen 
that V is an immersed submanifold while 7 is an embedded submanifold. 
For Q EL,(H, H) write Ko = ker Q, and let X = uoG,F Xo where Xo = 
(Qj x J$(Ko). Finally, let Vo = V n ({Q2> x Jsk(H)). 
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Recall that submanifolds A@, ./c. of a manifold .Y are transverse if i A!,, A’;, = 
d, whenever p E J&’ n A’, the C&V etc. denoting tangent spaces at p. We then 
urite J${ rir A’ in 9. 
4.3. THEOREM (Structure theorem for orbits in Jti(H)). 
(i) 3? is a CJ: vector subbundle of the trivial bundle F x J3’(lf) ---f F 
over Jr; 
(ii) 9“ is a C” Jiber subbundle of the same trivial bundle over .F; 
(iii) z%& meets 9’ transversely as submanifolds of 7 x J3”( H), for each 
QEY-; 
(iv) So n V  ^ is a G”(Ko)-orbit in Xo (thought of as a cup? qf J311,” (K,)). 
Proof. Since Sf2 is semi-Fredholm (Lemma (3.4) with k = 2) we can 
construct near f2 = T in Y a local right inverse wf for the map q2: G’(H) = 
GL(H) -+ 9. Explicitly, take CI+ = [CD 1 E x (O}]--’ on some neighborhood N 
of Tin Y, where CD is the local “chart” in the discussion following Lemma (3.4). 
(Here we invoke the fact that 9 is an embedded submanifold of I,,+(H, H) (see 
Lemma (3.5)) to be sure that the image of @ ~ (E x (0)) locally is a neighborhood 
of T in 9.) This map mf: N + GL(H) satisfies wP(T) :-= id E GL(H), and 
wf(Q)*Twf(Q) = Q for Q E N. Now define a vector bundle isomorphism 
p: N x JSL(H) + N x JSk(H) 
by p(Q, g”) = (Q, q(Q) . g”) = q(Q) (T g”‘) w h ere for simplicity of notation 
the dot denotes the actions of GL(H) ( considered as a subgroup of G”(H)) on 
both J2k(H) and JSk(H). This throws {Q} x Jc(KT) onto {Q} x J2(Ko) == -X, 
since q(Q) Ko = KT , and at the same time takes IV x Vr to Yv == uoEN “yb , 
thus showing simultaneously the local triviality of AC and of V over :V. However, 
T is really an arbitrary point of 7, so the local triviality applies everywhere, 
proving (i), (ii). 
For the transversality (iii), observe that the proof of Lemma (3.4) showed that 
if p E %r n V then Jzk(Kr) + “y, = J2k(H), so we can write any u E J,“(H), 
and in particular any u = (0, w) EL,(H, H) x J31i(H) = J2k(H), as u == s i- t 
where s E JZk(Kr) and t E VD . Now the components s0 , t, of s, t in L,(H, H) 
satisfy s,, + t, = 0, where s, EL,(K~, Kr) regarded as a linear subspace of 
L,(H, H), and t, E YD . But then L,(Kr , Kr) n YD = IO} by Lemma (3.5), so 
s,, = 0, t, = 0 and therefore w = sr + t, where sr E J31c(KT), t, E (“y;), . 
This shows X, I+ “u;. in {T} x JSk(H), so X, I+ V“ in Y x J2(K) because 
(e.g. by(i)) the projection V -+ Y is a submersion. This proves (iii) since T E F 
is arbitrary. 
Finally, (iv) is simply a statement of the k-jet version of Lemma (4.2). 1 
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Remark. Rather than work with one orbit V we can view the local “straight- 
ening-out” map p as applying to the total configuration YY of orbits in jsk(H), 
showing the configuration of orbits in Y x Jsk(H) locally has the form Y x Y#‘-. 
We use this fact in the proof of Theorem (4.6), and in some further comment on 
generalizations of our main results. 
4.4. COROLLARY. V’- is an embedded submanifold of J,“(H). 
Proof. V’ n Zo is an embedded submanifold of Xo , by (iv) and the finite- 
dimensional theory. Now (iii) implies that V has locally (i.e. near V” n To) the 
form 
(manifold) x (V n X0), 
which shows that V is embedded also. 1 
In view of the transversality result (iii), and the fact that the codimension of Y 
inL,(H, H) is dimL,(K, , Kr) by Lemma (3.5), there are the following relation- 
ships : 
4.5. COROLLARY. 
codim V in J,“(H) = (codim &r n V in Xr) + dimL,(K, , KT) 
= codim Zr n V in (7’ + JZk(KT)). 1 
In the terminology of Lemma (4.1) this means the codimension of the orbit 
off k in J,“(H) is that of the orbit of gk in J,“(K). 
The final step in this section is to combine information about orbits in J,“(H) 
with the classification theorem in finite dimensions to obtain the general descrip- 
tion of orbits of low codimension that we need in order to apply transversality 
results and hence obtain Theorem 1 and its consequences. 
First recall some notation used in the finite-dimensional classification. As 
usual, K = ker T where T = D"f(O). The symbols A, D, E, with appropriate 
suffices, denote germs f E QJP) given in coordinates by the following list: 
A,: dim K = 0; f(x) = &(Tx, x} 
(m > 2) A,*: dim K = 1; f(x) = *(TX, x) f  z@+l), v  E K 
(I > 4) D,*: dim K = 2; f(x) = &( TX, x) + w2zu f  uF, (q w) E K 
EC+: dim K = 2; f(x) = +(Tx, x) + u3 + w4, (v, w) e K. 
These symbols were adopted by Arnol’d [6j, reflecting the close association of 
these singularities with classification results for Lie groups bearing the same 
names: see Hazewinkel et al. [18] for a discussion of this fascinating connection. 
Note that A, is of course a non-degenerate (Morse) singularity, that A,+, A,-, 
are equivalent when m is even, and that DI+, D,- are equivalent when 1 is odd. 
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The classification theorem in finite dimensions states that ezev~ ft .,ld2( iwj’) 
whose k-jet f  k has orbit with codimension < 5 in JzL, where k >- I, is equivalent 
(as a germ) to one or other of the Anl+ (1 < m < 6), D,* (4 -r; I -< 6) or E,;+. 
Specifically we have codim A,,* = m - 1, codim D,+ = 1 - 1 and codim 
E,* = 5. Moreover, the union of all orbits of codimension ;:: 6 in Jzk(IwT1), 
although consisting of an uncountably infinite number of orbits, forms a finite 
union of submanifolds each of codimension > 6. This is what allows the deduc- 
tion by transversality theory that the only orbits encountered generically by c- 
parameter families of functions where c < 5 are those of type A,,,+ (1 <. m :< 6), 
D,* (4 < I < 6) or E,*. These are the statements we now mimic in the Hilbert 
space context. In order to establish the precise setting for the transversality 
theory as we shall use it, we assemble the necessary facts as a theorem. 
Let Aa”(H) denote the open subset of J,“(H) consisting of those f  i; for which 
D”f(0) is Fredholm. We use A,=, D 1*, E,* to denote the singularity types as 
above, where now x E H rather than R”. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let k 2 7. Then FS’;(H) is the disjoint union of embedded 
submanifolds W, , W, ,,.., W, and a closed subset & which have the following 
properties: 
(i) Wi has codimension i in JSk(H), i = 0, l,..., 5; 
w codim~~ion~~=6L vi h ere each Vj is a submanifold of JziG(H) having finite 
: , 
(iii) if f  k E Wi then f  E b(H) is equivalent to one or other of the standard types 
as listed in the following table: 
wo WI w2 wa W4 w5 
A, A, A,* A, or D,* A,* or D, A,, D,*, -J-V 
Remark. Strictly speaking, the Wi and Vj should be written WAk, V,” to 
indicate the jet-space in which they lie. However, since the descriptions of 
these manifolds involve no more than ‘I-jets, we have Wik = Wj7 x JBk(H) and 
Vj” = k;’ x J*“(H) for any k > 7: thus we drop the k. 
Proof. For each integer r > 0 let Pr C L,(H, H) denote the set of all 
T EL,(H, H) with dim ker T = r. We have seen from Lemma (3.5) that -?Yr is 
an embedded submanifold of codimension @(r + 1) in L,(H, H), and if T E Zr 
the orbit Y of T in L,(H, H) is an open subset of A$. Each such orbit contains 
a representative of the form 
I 0 0 
[ 1 0 -I 0 0 0 0 
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with respect to a splitting H = HI @ H, @ H3 where dim H3 = r (see e.g. 
Lang [23] or Palais [34]), and there are three possibilities (a) dim HI < co, 
(b) dim H, < 00 (c) dim HI = co and dim H, = co. For given r, there are 
countably many orbits .Y- corresponding to (a) and to (b), according to the choices 
of dimension for HI or H, respectively, but only one orbit in case (c). Now the 
classification theorem in finite dimensions lists those orbits of codimension < 5 
in Jzk(K), dim K < co; in particular there are only finitely many of them. 
Together with Theorem (4.3) ((ii) and (iv) in particular), Corollary (4.5) and 
the above remarks on orbits in L,(H, H), this implies there are countably many 
orbits in 3$“(H) of each codimension i = 0, I,..., 5, with only a finite number 
of them meeting any given XT for T cL,(H, H). We collect those of codimension 
i together and call their union Wi; then the representatives of each Wi are as 
given in the table, which is simply a recapitulation of facts stated previously in 
the finite-dimensional case now interpreted (via Corollary (4.5)) in the infinite- 
dimensional context. Note that each Wi is embedded, by Corollary (4.4) and the 
fact that each orbit r inL,(H, H) is an open subset of an embedded submanifold 
Pr C L,(H, H). 
Finally we have to define Zs . We take this to be Zsl U ZG2, where ,Zsl = 
(uF=s gr) x JSk(H) and Zs2 is the union of all orbits V for which dim KT = 1,2 
(i.e. V lies over Y C Yr or Y C 9.. in L,(H, H)) and codim Sr n TV* > 6 in 
T + JsK(KT), for some and hence all T E F. 
Then ZS1 is a countable union of embedded submanifolds of codimension > 6 
in F2”(H) by Lemma (3.9, and is closed by the upper semi-continuity of 
dim KT as a function of T EL,(H, H). The same properties hold for C,2 by the 
remark following the proof of Theorem (4.3) and the fact that they hold in 
finite dimensions. This finishes the proof of Theorem (4.6). 1 
5. TRANSVERSALITY IN JET SPACES: PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Transversality is the fundamental geometric idea underlying genericity 
theorems in most branches of analysis where they arise. Two differentiable maps 
of manifolds 4: J& ---f 9, I#: .,V + 9 are transverse at ( p, q) E JZ x M if 
whenever $( p) = #(q) = Y E B the ranges of the tangent maps T,+: &Yr, + 9, 
and T& Mg -+ 8, split and together span 9,. We have already used this 
definition (in Theorem (4.3)) in the special case when 4, qG are inclusion maps. 
An intermediate case, of the most versatile use in applications, is when I# is an 
inclusion map but + is not so restricted. This is how transversality appears in 
the local theory of unfoldings, but (as we see below) the original general version 
comes more into its own in the global theory. 
If  &?, B are linear spaces we of course write 0$(p) for T,+ In infinite dimen- 
sions it is also important to include explicitly in the definition the condition that 
the derivatives involved should have split kernel and range. 
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We shall exploit transversality as follows. Let B be a Banach space and U 
an open set in H. For a C” function f: B x U + [w and k > 0 we have the 
associated k-jet map 
F”:B x CT-t J”‘(H) 
thought of loosely as taking (0, x) to the k-jet of fb at x but, to be consistent with 
the definition of J”, expressed more accurately as 
FL : (b, x) t+ k-jet at y  = 0 of the germ (y b fb(x + y)). 
Choose some fixed k 3 7. Let p: J”(H) + JIL(H) be the natural projection 
(corresponding to ignoring constant terms). Then we expect that for a typical 
f  E~(B, U) the map pFL will be transverse to the manifolds IV,, W, ,..., W, 
and to those Vj comprising & . Indeed, at least in finite dimensions, the Jet 
Transversality Theorem of Thorn (see e.g. Golubitsky and Guillemin [14]) 
implies that for most f  this will be the case. Then if dim B < 5 the image of 
pF” will avoid E,r altogether and also those W, with i > dim B, because the 
codimension of WC in J,“(H) is i + dim H* > dim(B x U). Furthermore, 
the geometrical fact of transversality to the remaining Wi is interpreted algebrai- 
cally (using the Malgrange Preparation Theorem) to show that the germ off 
at each (b, , x,,) E B x U is versa1 and thus equivalent as an unfolding germ to 
one of a finite list of normal forms associated to the list of the A,*, D,*, E6 . 
This program cannot be carried out verbatim in infinite dimensions, since IVi 
then has infinite codimension in J,“(H): we cannot calculate with dim Hi. 
Instead, we exploit the Fredholm property off. Rather than appeal to an infinite- 
dimensional version of the Jet Transversality Theorem which presumably exists 
with suitable Fredholm hypotheses, or construct a proof from first principles 
as in Zeeman and Trotman [44] or Arkeryd [3], we use the approach of Abraham 
and Robbin [l] as developed by Quinn [37]. 
We need a preliminary lemma, slightly generalizing Lemma 1 in Tromba [40]. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let R E L(X, X’), S E L( Y, X’) be linear maps of Banach spaces, 
with S Fredholm. Let V == (R, S) EL(X x Y, xl), let K = ker V, and let 
r: K ---f X be the restriction to K of the projection X x Y + X onto the jirst 
factor. Then v  is Fredholm. 
Proof. The kernel of rr is V n ((0) x Y) = (0) x ker S, so has finite 
dimension. The range of 7~ is Rpl(range S) = ker rR where Y: x’ --f X’/ 
range S = X” is the natural projection. But dim X” < co so ker rR splits in X 
and has codimension = dim range rR, and 
dim range rR -= dim range R/(range R n range S) 
= dim(range I’/range S) 
= c(S) - c(V) 
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which is finite since S is Fredholm. (Note range S C range V C xl.) Thus in 
fact we have shown that P: K -+ X is Fredholm with index r = index S + c(V). 
This gives the result in [40] when V is surjective. 1 
Let ‘4, B be Banach spaces. Recall that for f E F(A x B, U) and a E A we 
have fa E F(B, U), and this has its associated k-jet map F,“: B x U + J”(H). 
As above, let p: Jk(H) = Iw x J,“(H) -J,“(H) be the projection onto the 
second factor. 
5.2. DEFINITION. For any Banach space C, a map f E F(C, U) is in general 
. 
posttzon if pFk: C x U -+ J,“(H) is transverse to W, , WI ,..., W, and to each 
Vi in Zs for k = 7 and hence (see Remark following Theorem (4.6)) for all k > 7. 
This defines the terminology of Theorem 1. We now prove the theorem. The 
central result is the following. For the rest of this section let k be fixed > 7. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let W be a submanifold (embedded or immersed) of jinite co- 
dimension in J,“(H) C J,“(H), and suppose the projected k-jet map pFk: A x B x 
U--t J,“(H) is transverse to W. Then if B is jinite-dimensional the set zd = 
{a E A 1 pF,& is transverse to W} is residual in A. 
Proof. The inverse image ( pF”)pl( W) is a submanifold Sz of A x B x U, 
and (see e.g. [l], [37]) a point a E A lies in J&’ precisely when a is a regular value 
of n j S,>: Sz + A where rr: A x B x U - A is projection onto the first factor. 
The Sard-Smale Theorem [38] then implies that d is residual in A, once we 
show that w 1 Q is a Fredholm map, i.e. its derivative at each point is Fredholm. 
The proof of the lemma is therefore reduced to the verification of this condition. 
Recall that if m is a point of a manifold J! we write J&‘~ to denote the tangent 
space to .&I at m. Let w = (a, 6, .x) E Sz andpFk(w) = w E W. Write q: Jlk(H) + 
J,“(H)/ W, = IV, for the projection; then 8, is the kernel of the map 
qp(DaF”(w), D,F”(w), DzF”(w)) : A x B x H + N, 
which we abbreviate to qp(Da , D, , D,). We have to show that ‘IT: J&, -+ A is 
Fredholm. This is simply an application of Lemma (5.1) however, once we 
show that E,,, = qp(D, , D,) EL(B x H, IV,) is Fredholm. Now since W, C 
J,k(H) we can write N, as H* x M, where Mw = Jzk(H)/Ww has finite 
dimension by hypothesis, and then E,., has a 2 x 2 matrix decomposition as 
where Q EL(B, MzO) and R EL(H, M,). By assumption Dz,f(w) = D’~c~,~~(x) 
580/35/z-9 
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is Fredholm, therefore (Dzbf(m), D&f(w)) EL(B x H, H*) is Fredholm by 
Lemma (3.3) with 
(i) X = B, X’ = H, Y = (0) and Y’ = H* 
and then EO,= is Fredholm by Lemma (3.3) again, this time with 
(ii) X = B x H, x’ = {0}, Y = H* and Y’ = ikl, . 
This proves the Lemma. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. Apply Lemma (5.3) to each of the Wi (0 < i < 5) and 
Vj (1 <i < 00); corresponding to each of these W there is a residual set of 
a E A for which Fak m W, and the intersection of all these residual sets is a 
residual set & with the required property. 1 
Proof of Corollary 1. If  we show that pFak meets only W,, , W, ,..., W, when 
a E s4, the result will then follow by the Hilbert space parallel of the finite- 
dimensional local theory: see Magnus [27] or Arkeryd [2]. Thus we must show 
that if dim B < 5 and fa is in general position then the image of pFak does not 
meet any Vj . Now if W = Vj in Lemma (5.3) and w = (a, 6, x) E 52 # m , 
then general position of fa means that E = E,,, EL(B x H, H* x M,) is 
surjective. Choose splittings E?T = H,, @ HI , H* = Hi @ Hi such that Df~+(~) 
has the form (z ,‘a) (thus H,, == ker D~&w), Hi = range D”fis(w)), and decom- 
pose E as 
s, 0 P, 
E=S,O 0 [ 1 Q Ro 4 
accordingly. Then (0, u, V) is in the range of E precisely when there exists 
(x, y, z) E B x H, x HI satisfying S,x + P,g = 0, Sly = u, Qx + R,,y $- 




Q - R,P,‘S, R, 1 EL(B x H,, H; x M,). 
However, E, cannot be surjective since dim H,, = dim Hi (because Diaff(w) 
is self-adjoint) and dim B < 5 < 6 < dim M, . Hence we must in fact have 
Sz = D, as we wished to show. 1 
Before proving Theorem 2 we make some comments on the Whitney Cr 
topologies, 1 < Y < CO. Let X be (an open subset of) a Banach space, and 
denote by C’(X) the set of all C? real-valued functions on X: then C?(X) is a 
linear space under pointwise addition and scalar multiplication, and of course 
C’(X) C C”(X) if Y > s. Let f E C’(X), Y finite. Given a positive continuous 
function p: X + R let 
N,,‘(f) = if + h E C’(X) I II Hr(x)l/ < p(x), all x E Xl 
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where Hr : X+-J’(X) is the r-jet map associated with h, and I/ . 11 is the norm on 
J’(X). The family {N,‘(f)} f  or all p forms a base of neighborhoods for f,  
which as f  varies generates the IVMney C’ topology on C’(X). I f  f  E Cm(X) the 
family {N,‘( f  )} for all p and all Y 3 0 forms a base of neighborhoods generating 
the Whitney Cm topology on Cm(X). Note then that (i) to show UC C”“(X) is 
open is to show that for each f  E U there is some finite Y such that f  is in the 
interior of U in the C’ topology, and (ii) to show I’ C Cm(X) is dense is to show 
that V is dense in every CT topology. 
These Whitney topologies have rather complicated behavior, despite the 
simplicity of their definition. For example, if fn -+ f  in C’(X) then fn must 
eventually coincide with f  outside some bounded subset of X; this leads to the 
conclusion that any neighborhood of any f  has uncountably many path com- 
ponents. Thus “small perturbations” in the Whitney topologies must not (on 
unbounded domains) be thought of as “small homotopic deformations”. See e.g. 
Hirsch [I91 for a careful discussion of‘some of the pathologies of these topologies 
in finite dimensions. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Write H+ = B x H and let ??J denote the subset of 
J* = Jl-(H+, Jk(H)) = Jk(H) x L(H+, J’“(H)) consisting of those (z, P) for 
which (a) pz 6 .Zs and (b) the linear map 
pP + S,” : H+ x J,k(H, HI --J,'(H) 
is surjective with split kernel; here Szk means S,l; where z = gk, g E A(H). Now 
pDFk(b, x) E L(H+, J,“(H)) has split range and kernel (this follows easily as in 
the proof of Lemma (5.3): the top line of Eb,% is Fredholm, so Jzk(H) n range 
pDFk(b, x) is finite-dimensional) and so does Sfk (Lemma (3.4)) and thus the 
statement that f  is in general position is that the l-jet map 
(Fk)l: B x U + J* 
should have its image contained in %. However, +Y is open in J.+ . This is a 
consequence of the facts that (i) C, is closed in the open subset of Jz,‘“(H) corre- 
sponding to Fredholm functions, (ii) the map (z, P) i--t (pP, Szk) from J, to 
L(H+, J,kW)) x L(JI"W HI, JI~W)I is continuous, and (iii) the following 
lemma, proved as Lemma (16.3) in [I] : 
5.4. LEMMA. For any Banach spaces X, Y the set of elements of L(X, Y) 
which are surjective and have split kernel is open in L(X, Y). B 
Proof of Theorem 2 (continued). Define a continuous function CL: Hi- + R by 
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where %’ is the complement of @ in J* and d is a metric derived from a chosen 
norm on J.+ . Then 
Y = {g E .!F(B, U) 1 d((F,“)l(x), (Gbk)l(x) < p(x) for all (6, X) E Hi ). 
is a neighborhood off in the Whitney C h+l topology, and if g E 3 then g is 
in general position. Thus we have proved that functions in general position form 
an open subset of .F(B, U). It remains to show they are also dense. 
For this we exploit Theorem 1, using the device of taking A to be essentially 
the Banach space J’“(H) itself. Given f E 9(B, U), take A == Jk(H) and define 
+AxBxU+Rby 
4(4 b, 4 = f(b, 4 + 4-4 
where we think now of a as a polynomial function of degree k. The k-jet map 
@“: A x U Y li + J”‘(H) is then given simply by 
diya, b, x) = F”(b, x) + u”(x) 
where (warning!) U”(X) E J&(H) (the k-jet of a at X) is not the same as a E J”(H): 
a non-constant polynomial function can be identified with its k-jet at x only 
when x : : 0. Now a”(., b, x) EL(A, Jk’(H)), an d so it will follow that I)@ at each 
point is surjective, and hence + is automatically in general position, if it can be 
shown that for fixed x E U the map J”(H) + J”(H): a ++ a”(~) is surjective. 
This is clear, however, since a polynomial ,function of degree k is determined 
uniquely by its K-jet at any one point. Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is 
satisfied, and so $,] = fb + a is in general position for arbitrarily small a. 
Unfortunately this does not prove Theorem 2, for two reasons: (i) 4 will not 
belong to 9(A x B, U) since D2&& x may fail to be Fredholm (this will ) 
happen when D2u(x) = -D2fb(x) for example), and (ii).fi, + a is not close to fb 
in the Whitney topology when 11 a 11 is small in J”(H), i.e. the map Jk(H) --L 
Cm(U): a H a / U is not continuous. Nevertheless, what we huoe proved is the 
following Corollary to Theorem I : 
5.5. COROLLARY. Suppose f E F(B, U) is such that the distance of Dzf,(x) 
from the closed subset of L,(H, H) consisting of non-Fredholm maps is bounded 
away from zero, for (b, x) E B x U. Then for all a in a residual subset of a neigh- 
bourhood of the origin in Jk(H), thefunction fb + a is in general position (and hence 
everywhere versa1 if dim B < 5). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2 (conclusion). The idea is to choose a subspace A of 
Cm(B x 1;) which is restricted enough to be a Banach space yet large enough 
for the map i2 -+ J’;(H): a M ubk(x) to be surjective, for each (6, x) E B x I’. 
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Moreover, given a neighborhood JV off in P(B x U), we want the norm on A 
to be such that the map if: a ++ f + a takes some open ball A, about the origin 
of A into N n P(J3, U). (This is not the same as saying that & is continuous at 
0 E A, because our choice of norm for A depends on JIT.) The density part of 
the theorem then follows as before by Theorem 1 (see also Remark 2 of Sec- 
tion 6) applied to #J E %(A,, x B, U) given by 
+(a, 6, x) = $(qJ, 4 = f (b, 4 + 46 4. 
The construction of A follows the prescription in Quinn [37]. Let #: 
B x H - 58 be a Caj function which vanishes identically outside some bounded 
set in H, is bounded and has all derivatives bounded, and satisfies J/J(O) # 0. 
(Such # exist, since B x H is a Hilbert space and has a norm which is Cm away 
from the origin.) Let bi > 2 be an upper bound for (11 D”#(x)lj 1 x E H}, and 
chosen so that b,+i > 26, , i = 0, 1, 2... Define a tentative “norm” /I . (IoT for 
C”(B x U) by 
/I h /lo1 = sup{bTi II D%(b, x)/l / (b, X) E B x U, i = 0, 1, 2...}. 
Of course this will not always be finite. Now let JV be a given neighborhood off 
in P(B x U). By definition of the Cm topology there is a continuous positive 
function CL: B x H -+ R and integer r > 0 such that f + h E .N n F(B, U) 
if 1) D%(b, x)11 < ~(b, X) for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., r. Define a new “norm” /I . IIy for 
P(B x U) by 
I/ h 11” = sup{b+(b, X) I/ D%(b, x)II 1 (b, X) E B x U, i = 0, 1, 2 ,... } 
where v(b, x) = (~(6, x))-l, and let 
A = {h E P(B x U) I I/h II” < co}. 
Then A is a Banach space (cf. e.g. Abraham and Robbin [I], $10: their proof for 
finite r gives the Y = co case easily, too), and a sufficiently small ball A, about 0 
will satisfy &(A,) C JI/” n 9(B, U). For example, taking the radius of A,, to be 
min{f$ / i = 0, l,..., max(r, 2)) will do. 
It remains to prove that if v  eJk(H) th ere is for any given (6,,, x,,) E B x H 
some a E A with u$x,,) = V. For this, take a bounded neighborhood N of 
(b, , x0) for which there are constants 01, fi with 0 < LY. < v(b, X) < p for 
(b, X) E N: this can be done by continuity of V. Then let a(b, x) = X#(b, t(x - x0)) 
where 16 is the above-mentioned Cm function with bounded support and h, t E [w 
are constants chosen so that u has support in N and takes the value 1 at and near 
(6, , x0). It is easy to verify that u E A: this depends on the fact that bi > ] t I for 
i large enough. Choose q to be that polynomial function on H of degree K whose 
K-jet at x,, is U, and define 
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Then evidently u$xa) = U, and we claim a E A. To see this note that all 
derivatives of 4 are bounded on N (by the Mean Value Theorem), all except the 
first k of them with respect to x being identically zero. Hence there is a constant 
c > 0 such that Ij Dq(x)ll < cbii for all i = 0, 1,2,... and all (b, x) E N. Now 
for eachj we have 11 Da(b, x)1, < ol-lbj 11 (T I/” for (6, LC) E N so, since bjj < 2-jb,j 
for each j :z 1 ,..., i ~ I, we have b,jbi:i < 2-ibii, and then we find by Leibnitz’ 
rule for differentiating a product that there is a constant K > 0 for which 
for every i, showing that a E A. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. l 
Finally, we need to prove Theorems 1’ and 2’. This amounts to showing that 
if dim B < 5 a versal unfolding germ in b(B x H) which satisfies the Fredholm 
condition is equivalent to a germ as in (2) with g on the Thorn list. This proof 
is contained in the work of Magnus [26,28], and Arkeryd [2]; as in finite dimen- 
sions, it uses the notion of determinacy of k-jets to deduce a classification of germs 
from information about jets. It appears to be the only place in this study where 
a splitting lemma for germs (in contrast with Lemma (4.1) for jets) is needed. a 
6. FURTHER REMARKS 
1. The results that we have proved extend immediately to the case when A, 
B are Banach manifolds and His a Hilbert manifold. Instead of the jet space J’“(H) 
we work with a K-jet bundle. In fact, as Kurland and Robbin [22] emphasize, 
we would not even have to worry about piecing together information from 
local charts smoothly over the whole jet-bundle, since we can pursue trans- 
versality simultaneously in each of a countable atlas of charts without increasing 
the difficulty of the problem. 
2. In finite dimensions there is a short cut to proving the density part of 
Theorem 2 (also exploited for density results in [22]), namely to use the fact 
that since the Cc0 functions are known to form a dense subset of C’(B x U) in 
the Cr topology (see e.g. Hirsch [19]) and since general position is an open 
condition in the C’ topology (r > K + 1 > S), it suffices to prove that CT 
functions in general position are dense in C’(B x U) with the C’ topology. This 
is a little easier than the proof in section 5, since it involves controlling only 
finitely many derivatives in the construction of A. However, the proof of density 
of Cm in Cr is not easy, even in finite dimensions. Moreover, in infinite dimen- 
sions the usual proof breaks down. A result due to Moulis [32] shows that (on 
Hilbert space) Cm is dense in P-r with the C’ topology; this would ostensibly 
allow the same shortening of our density proof, but the proof of Moulis’ Theorem 
is very long indeed. 
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3. Although our theorems rest on the (finite) classification of singularities 
whose orbits have codimension < 5 in J,“(H), they could be extended to rather 
more complicated but possibly still useful results for higher codimension, and 
hence for dim B > 5. In this case, general position forf e F(A x B, U) would 
not necessarily imply general position for most fa E s(B, U), since there are 
some orbits of codimension 7 which form a continuous l-parameter family 
occupying a submanifold W, of codimension 6 in Jzk(H). This happens commonly 
in higher codimensions. Nevertheless, worthwhile global information about 
topological types of local behaviour could still probably be extracted from the 
structure of an appropriate stratification of J’“(H) (cf. Mather [31], Gibson et al. 
[131)- 
4. Our results are generalizations of the special case of Tromba’s theorem [40] 
for gradient vector fields. By building on known classification and unfolding 
theorems for singularities [w” - [w” it would be possible to obtain global 
genericity statements applicable to more general problems (such as the Navier- 
Stokes problem in Marsden and Tromba [29]) than the variational ones essen- 
tially considered here. 
5. In [40] a properness condition in the hypotheses of the main theorem 
(a map is proper if inverse images of compact sets are compact) allows “residual” 
to be replaced by “open dense” in the conclusion: this is a direct consequence of 
the corresponding sharpening of the Sard-Smale theorem. For us there is a 
similar version of Theorem 1. If  % denotes the open subset of J* = Jl(H+, J’“(H)) 
described in the proof of Theorem 2, then the conclusion of Theorem 1 is that 
the set 
& = (a E A ] image(F,“)i C @} 
is residual in A. We now show that JJ! is open in A if we assume properness 
for the map 
z,b=idxpF?AxBxU+AxH* 
i.e. $(a, b, X) = (a, Df(&x)). This is the same assumption as in [40] when 
B = (0) if we take the vector field there to be a gradient field. To show .LY is 
open is to show 
9 = {a E A 1 V r\ image(F,“)l # a> 
is closed in A, where (as before) %? is the complement of @ in J* . However, if Q 
is any compact set in A and x : A x B x U+ A is projection then 
9 n Q = d&jl(%?) n n$-‘(Q x (0)) 
where we write Do for (F”)l 1 Q x B x U. Now I,-‘(Q x (0)) is compact by the 
properness assumption, and @$1(V) is closed, so 9 n Q is compact. This 
implies that B is closed, as claimed. 
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Note that the properness question does not impinge on Theorem 2. 
6. Among criticisms of the use of unfolding theory for singularities in 
applications are that (i) the different physical roles of various parameters, vital 
in understanding bifurcation behaviour, are often ignored in the mathematics, 
and (ii) symmetries and constraints of physical importance may appear incon- 
sistent with the theoretical emphasis on “generic” unfoldings. These criticisms 
are simultaneously met to a large extent in the important recent work of Golu- 
bitsky and Schaeffer [15, 161. A global theorem of our type but in their context 
may be more directly relevant to applications than the present results. 
7. In proving Lemma (5.3) we have established a Hilbert space version of the 
Jet Transversality Theorem [14]. Th eorem 2 gives another version, when we 
replace the words “in general position” by “transverse to w)‘: the proof is 
easier than that of Theorem 2 since it does not entail dealing with a whole family 
of manifolds IVof different codimensions. However, in practice a Transversality 
Theorem for stratz.cations of J”(H) would be more valuable than one for single 
submanifolds, and the most efficient proof of such a result in any given context 
is likely to be one exploiting the particular nature of the stratification. For our 
Theorem 2 we made use of the fact that orbits in J’;(H) are images of maps 
G”(H) --f Jk(H). 
8. Closely related to versality for unfoldings is the concept of stability. An 
unfolding germ is stable if its essential geometric character persists under small 
perturbations of the function: for precise definitions and discussion see Wasser- 
mann [41], Magnus [27]. The functionsfE F(B, U) everywhere of standard type 
in Theorems I’, 2’ are precisely those which are everywhere (locally) stable. In 
the spirit of Thorn [39], these functions can be expected to play a key role in 
the modelling of real phenomena. 
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